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INTRODUCTION
Justification for the Study
The author T«as the first research fellow to "be initiated
on this project. To find a logical and profitable project for
the year's work, a survey of "The Uses of Steel in Iowa Farm
Buildings" was made and six problems were found worthy of
investigation. These were:
1. Determination of effect of fence fires on galvanized
wire.
E. All steel individual and combination hog house.
3. Range of temperature under sheet steel roofing.
4. Standardized steel construction for farm buildings.
5. All steel suspended mow floor barn.
6. Adequate fasteners for sheet steel roofing.
On the survey work farmers and building material and
hardware dealers were interviewed. Their opinion and remarks
about the further use of steel Iowa farm buildings were used
as a basis for preliminary investigations. An idea which was
given by a farmer or lumberman was Investigated in limited
investigations to determine the actual worth for a thorough
research problem.
A fairly unanimous opinion of farmers and lumberman was
that steel roofs v^ere hot in summer, cold in winter, and dif
ficult to hold in place under windy conditions. One hardware
dealer was of the opinion that the future of all steel barns,
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corn cribs, machine sheds, poultry houses, hog houses, and
garages was a package building which could be bought at a
store in your nearest town. The Investigation of effect of
fence fires on galvanized wire was the outgrowth of the prac
tice of farmers burning fence rows to destroy weeds and grass
near the fence.
Through the cooperation of Hepublic Steel Corporation
and the Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa State
College with the fellowship, a program was picked from the
survey work as the most important for the current year. This
program, on which the work for this thesis was done, had the
specific name of "The Hange of Temperature Under Sheet Steel
Roofing."
From survey data six types of construction which employed
sheet steel roofing were found to be used on Iowa farm build
ings. Three of these plus four other types of sheet steel
roofing construction and one wood shingle roof were chosen to
be tested for their effect on interior temperatures.
Objectives of the Study
The specific objectives of the problem are:
To obtain data on the differences in range of temperature
between inside room temperature aiid outside air temperature on
the following eight types of roof construction:
a. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing over
1" X 4" nailing strips 3 feet on centers.
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b. Wood shingles over 1" x 6" nailing strips 8" on
centers.
c. 3 V-Crimp galvanized sheet steel roofing over 1"
z 4" nailing strip 3 feet on centers.
d. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing
over 8" shiplap sheathing with sisalcraft paper
between sheathing and galvanized sheets.
e. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing
over 1" structural insulation board.
f. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing
over 1" X 4" nailing strips 3 feet on centers on
the outside with 1" insulation board on the under
side of the rafters.
g. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing over
1" X 4" nailing strips 3 feet on centers was placed
on the outside. Flat galvanized sheet steel was
placed on the underside of the rafters and 1" x 1"
stiffener strips v;ere nailed to the upper side of
flat galvanized sheets to prevent sagging.
h. 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized sheet steel roofing laid
over 2" x 4" girts 3 feet on centers. A flat gal
vanized sheet steel and 1" x 1" stiffener strips
was placed on underside of rafters and the inter
vening space was filled with a loose cornstalk
insulation.
To obtain data on the actual time and temperature lag on
each of the eight roof constructions.
To plot the temperature drop diagrams for each of the
eight roof constructions.
To study the effect of orientation, with respect to the
sun, on the interior temperatures.
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HISTORICAL
Project
This study was a part of the general project number 562
of the Agricultural Experiment Station, "The Utilization of
Steel in Farm Building Construction." This project was
initiated on July 1, 1937 and sponsored by the Republic Steel
Corporation. The general objective is:
To improve the construction of farm structures
through a better use of steel.
With specific objectives as:
1. To study structural and functional requirements
of farm buildings as they may be related to the
use of steel in their construction.
2. To study properties of steel products not now
well known and to ascertain ojore fully their
suitability for farm use.
3. To apply the information secured from the above
in the design and construction of experimental
buildings under controlled conditions.
Review of Literature
In a previous investigation on movable Hog House at Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station (6) the following statements
are made;
"That the range in temperature should be greater
with the metal houses than the wooden is not particularly
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surprising when one considers the relative conductivity of
the two materials "
"It is quite to the practical point to compare the
average temperature range of the metal and wooden houses
with the outside air check, which had an average of 20.7*^,
or
Metal House No. 1 shows 69.08 percent greater range
Metal House No. 4 shows 64.25 percent greater range
Wooden House No. 2 shows 1.45 percent greater range
Wooden House No. 3 shows 23.67 percent less range"
"In this connection Professor W. C. Krueger, New Jersey
Agricultural College, found, in taking temperatures under
the roofs of range shelters covered with several types of
roofing, including shingles, prepared roofing and galvanized
sheets, that on a hot day the temperature a foot below the
roof was 11 degrees cooler under the galvanized sheets than
under the other types of roofing." (5)
In a recent letter (7) Professor W. C. Krueger stated,
"The information reported by Mr. Ekblaw was not
obtained as a result of a research project but dependent
on comparable comparisons. Pens differently roofed
although part of a long type unit house were found to
vary considerable in temperature. This was markedly
noticeable between pens having sheet iron corrugated
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roofing and those having ordinary black tar paper roof
ing."
liVhen questioned as to the color of the wooden houses,
Dr. J. B. Davidson, one of the authors of the work on movable
hog houses, answered that the wooden hog houses were painted
a very light gray color, which may account for the difference
in the results of this work and the results ot Professor Vj. C.
Krueger's investigations.
Some of the conclusions of Mr, D. G. Williams (8) are:
"Roof and wall sheathings of buildings may absorb
solar heat rays sufficient to heat the sheathing to
temperatures higher than outside air temperatures. Such
heating depends upon the intensity of solar heat rays,
and upon the character of the external surface ahd the
material of the sheathing. In the case of a corrugated-
iron roof with black upper surface, temperatures as high
as 140°?. were noted on the roof sheathing."
"Exposed-surface temperature of contents can be
reduced by using building sheathing materials with higher
reflective surfaces, both inside and outside."
"The greatest reduction in the exposed-surfaoe tem
peratures of contents can apparently be obtained by
installing insulating linings on the building sheathing."
"The double-pitched or ridge-roof type of building
construction appears to allow for the least total amount
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of solar heat absorption by the external sheathing of a
building of the farm considered."
"The orientation of a building so that the long sides
face north and south appears to allovv for less total solar
heat absorption by the building sheathing than does the
facing north and south of the ends of such a building."
The value of orientation with respect to the sun (2) is
given for 4S^ north latitude:
"....Realizing the value of extending this technique
to the winter as well as the summer, the John B. Pierce
Foundation, in a preliminary study of orientation made in
1936, compared the amount of sun-heat on walls of various
aspects at the summer and winter solstice, from computa
tions based on ten-year records of the New York Meteoro
logical Observatory. This showed that while at the
summer solstice east and west walls received, on perfectly
clear days, nearly three times as much sun-heat per pay as
walls facing south, at the winter solstice this situation
was exactly reversed, south walls receiving almost three
times as much heat as those facing east and west, and
further that south walls received more heat per day in mid
winter than did walls facing in any other direction at any
other season of the year."
"All this is obviously the result of the wide varia
tions in the direction and altitude of the sun brought
about by the mechanics of the solar system: the compara
tively short arc and lov/ altitude of the sun in mid-winter
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throwlng most of its heat on the walls facing south or
nearly so, and in a direction nearly normal to their sur
face; the wide arc and high altitude of the sun in mid-
sunmer resulting in most of its heat falling on east and
west walls in the morning and afternoon, and little on
south walls at the middle of the day because of the
oblique angle of its rays."
Some of the factors of transmitted heat through roofs
are given (1) as follows:
"One is that the sun heat is always less than the
amount of radiant heat given off by the sun, for only a
part of this total is absorbed by the solid. A second
is that for a given amount of radiant heat from the sun
the sun-heat with which we are concerned will depend on
the angle at which the radiant heat strikes the surface,
A third is that the sun is really a transmitted heat so
far as walls and roofs are concerned,"
Since 1934 considerable work: has been published in Eng
land on solar heat exclusion on glass, sheet steel, asbestos,
and concrete materials. The Building Research Board (4) gives
these facts:
"It is significant that of the various insulating
underlays tested only one, two Inches of cork, proved to
be more effective than a coating of white wash, and then
only by Insulation added within a roof structure
leads to the generation of higher temperatures at the
-14-
outer surface of the roof and this effect reduces In
soiae degree the efficiency of the insulation. Neverthe
less, when it is considered that added insulation is of
great benefit in reducing the outward flow of heat from
a building in winter, in which respect a coating of
whitewash offers no assistance, this method of treatment
may frequently be preferred."
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THS EFFICACIES OF VARIOUS THIN STRUCTURES
IN EXCLUDI:JG SOLAR HEAT
(3)
Structures
Glass
Glass
Glass, white calico
1" below
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass, Calico l" above
Glass
Metal Sheet
Metal Sheet
S Metal Sheets with 1"
Unventilated Air Space
Galvanized-iron, Cor
rugations N.-S.
Asbestos-cement-flat
sheet
2 Metal Sheets with 1"
Ventilated Air Space
Wallboard (i") between
metal sheets
Metal Sheet
Wallboard (1") between
metal sheets
Metal Sheet
Metal Sheet
Metal Sheet
2 Metal Sheets with 1"
Unventilated Air Space
2 Metal Sheets with 1"
Ventilated Air Space
Surfaces
Upper/Lov/er
Clear/Clear
ClearWash (1 coat)
Clear/Clear
Green distemper (1 coat)/Clear
V/hltewash (1 coat)/Clear
Clear/Wiiltewash (2 coats)
Clear/Clear
Whitewash (2 coats)/Clear
Black Paint/Black paint
Black Paint/Aluminum Paint
Black Paint/Black Paint
Black paint/Black Paint
Untreated
Untreated
Black Paint/Black Paint
Black Paint/Black Paint
Black Paint/Tinplate
Tinplate/White Paint
Black/Tinplate
White Paint/Aluminum Paint
Tinplate/Tinplate
/Vhite Paint/Tinplate
tfhlte Paint/Tinplate
Tinplote/Tinplate
tfhite Paint/Tinplate
Tinplate/Tinplate
Rel.
Temp#
Excess
100
61
57
55
49
46
40
28
42
36
33
29
24
23
19
17
14
8
6
0
-1
-3
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AMALYSX3 OF THE PROBLEM
With a definite problem, selected an analysis was made to
determine all the factors and equipment involved*
Source of Heat 2nergy
The most important factor involved was the source of the
heat which caused the large temperature differences. That
source of heat was the sun. Since the sun's heat is trans
mitted through space to the earth in the form of radiant
energy, the energy sources for heating the roof would come
directly or indirectly from the sun's radiant heat. In two
forms is this energy: first, the direct radiant energy from
the sun and second, the transfer of absorbed radiant energy
by convection from near by objects. Of these two sources the
first is by far the larger and more important.
Selection of Roof Pitch
Not only was the sun's heat important, but the sun's
azimuth and altitude at any time of the day were important for
orientation and pitch of the roof. In a 42° north latitude
the sun obtains an altitude of 71*^ 30' at noon on June El,
48^ at noon on March and September 21, and 24"^ 30' at noon on
December 21, Since the sun transmits the most heat to the
roof when the rays of the sun are normal to the surface, the
roof pitches for maximum energy input would be 18° 30' above
UOCATION
Thermo Coupl.e:
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horizontal on June 21, 42° above horizontal on March and Sep
tember 21, and 65*^ 30* above horizontal on December 21. From
this analysis a 45*^ or one-half pitch was chosen, because the
sun would be normal to the roof surface more of the time
throughout the year. Also the roof should give cooler results
in the summer and warmer results throughout the winter. The
energy gain in the winter would be an advantage.
Selection of Eight Roof Constructions for Testing
Of the eight types of roof construction to be tested
four v;ere selected from conventional roof constructions that
were found to be used in Iowa farm buildings. These four
types are A, B, C, 0 in figure 1. • Types E and F were selec
ted to determine the efficiency of the placing and use of
structural iiitsulation board with respect to the sheet steel
roofing. From the table on page 15, type G was designed to
ma3s:e economical and practical use of sheet steel products as
well as to exclude solar radiation more efficiently. The well
insulated type H was chosen to determine the effect of high
Insulation properties on temperature range and time lag.
Orientation Requirement
The requirement of turning the roof 90° was added for the
orientation studies. These orientation studies were made
necessary because of the fact that the aximuth of the rising
and of the setting sun changes throughout the year. For
-19-
June 21 the sun rises and sets north of the east west meridian,
on March and September 21 the sun rises and sets on the east
v^est meridian, ana on December 21 the sun rises and sets south
of the east west meridian. This phenomenon produces more sun
light hours on east and west facing in the summer and more
sunlight hours on the south facing in the winter.
Selection of Size for Test Sections
With the standard width covered by sheet steel roofing
as two feet a width was chosen of two sheets or four feet
which gave a representative sample and made a test as large
as believed practical. Since some computation in the future
might involve the area of the test section, a length of six
feet three inches was chosen to majie the area of each test
section twenty-five square feet.
Thermocouples
Of the economically practical and accurate means of
securing temperatures the thermocouple proved to be the only
means within our limits. The selection of the thermocouple
positions was made so that a thermocouple would be at every
surface from one inch above to one inch below the section
plus one twelve inches and another twenty-four inches below
the roof section. The exact position of each of these thermo
couples is shown in figure 1.
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Analysis of the Results
The last important factor was the method by which results
were expected to "be analyzed. These are as follows:
1. Temperature curves of the actual compartment room
temperatures will show temperatures and time lag
for each section and outside air.
S. Tables of the temperature range, percent range
of temperature and the time lag will be made.
3. Data will be obtained on the actual operating
temperatures of sheet steel roofing.
4. Temperature gradient for each roor section will
be plotted on temperature drop diagrams.
5. A study will be made of the effect of orientation
on compartment room temperatures for differences
in temperature, temperature range, and time lag.
—C.i-
RESEARCH
Testing Equipment
Requirement for Design of Test House
In the analysis of the problem several requirements for
the design of the testing equipment vjere:
1. Each test section must have slope of one half pitch
or 45° above the horizontal.
2. Each facing of the series of test section must incor
porate eight types of roof construction,
3. The orientation requirement was to be able to rotate
the testing unit at least 90°.
4. The net testing size of each section is four feet
wide by six feet three inches long.
In addition to the analytical requirements the physical
limitations were:
1. The roof must be six to eight feet above the ground
to prevent any possible effects from the ground,
2. An instrument room for Instruments and operator must
be comfortable in the summer and economical to heat
in the winter,
3. The weight must be held within the apparent struc
tural limits of materials to be used,
4. The insulation requirement must prevent transfer of
Ji®at from one compartment to another or to the out
side air.
5. A small compartment must be added at each end to
meice the end test compartments the same as the other
compartments.
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Test House Plans
Tile preliminary plans for the test house were drawn and
submitted to the donors of this project, Republic Steel Cor
poration, for their approval. In their report the Republic
Steel Corporation made a number of worthwhile suggestions and
criticisms but to insure the practicability of the design a
model of the major structural members on a scale of two inches
to one foot was constructed. From this model and Republic
Steel Corporation's suggestions the plans in final form were
drafted as in figures 2 and 3- This test house is planned,
designed and constructed in four parts: the testing unit or
head, foundation, instrument room, and outer supports or wind
braces.
Testing Unit
The 1testing unit or head consisted of sixteen testing
compartments and four end compartments* Of these compartments
one half were on each side of a center division or beam,
figure 4. This member has a two-fold purpose; first a load
carrying structural member and second, an insulating partition
between the two sides of testing unit. The design of this
member was made by Sstimating the weight of the entire testing
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unit at eight thousand pounds. Then from the preliminary
plans a length of forty feet and depth of four feet were
obtained, ffor those particular loadings, one as an over
hanging beam with an overhang of fifteen feet on each end and
another as simple beeim with forty foot span, stress diagrams
were drawn for a Pratt parallel chord truss with 2" x 4" ver
ticals two feet on centers. This analysis revealed that
stress in the tension members was far below the allowable ten
sile stress in two 1/4" sheathing grede plywood sheets. In the
design and construction the top and bottom chord members are
2" X 4". With corn stalk insulation enclosed between tv/o 1/4"
plywood sheets, these sheets were applied to each side of the
2" X 4" frame with four penny g-alvanized common nails and
oaseine waterproof glue. In lilce manner the triangular divi
sions between the compartments were fabricated. Then after
cutting out rafters and facia boards the structural part of
the testing head was assembled, figure 5, and painted with
aluminum paint.
Assembling Testing Sections
Because of the size of floor materials two compartments
had to be assembled at the same time. In figure 6 the entrance
hatches and compartment floor had been applied to compartments
G and H and the nailing strips three feet on centers were in
place on compartment G. The interior piece of sheet steel
figure 7, with 1" x 1" wood stiffeners was nailed in place
with 3/4" roofing nails and the floor insulation was filled to a
•>26-
II
Figure 4 Center partition and beam
mm l?!i
Figure 5 Framing complete with rafters
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Tlgura 6 Compartmsat G with
floor and nail strips
Mr -' •i
yigure 7 Floor insulation
and one half the interior
sheet
-28-
rigure 8 Coa^ilete Interior
sheet and thermocouples
-r I f T" •
::l
Figure 9 Completed compart
ment Gr
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depth of five inches• In figure 8 the second half of the
interior sheet was nailed in place then the thermocouples
were cemented in the correct positions with scotch tape and
quick drying household cement. Last in figure 9 the 1 1/4"
corrugated sheet steel roofing was nailed on with 1 l/4" gal
vanized roofing nails and lead washers. During the applica
tion of the roofing, thermocouples for Tq and TqS were drawn
through a special opening in the roofing fifty inches from
the eave. To complete the test section ridge role and venti
lators were applied. In the same manner the remainder of
test sections was constructed. The completed testing unit,
figure 10, was ready to move to the "building site.
Test House Foundation
With the testing unit nearly complete the concrete foun
dation was poured in place. This foundation is a reinforced
concrete ring approximately 9' - 9 1/4" in diameter and six
inches thick with footings below the frost line. On this
foundation is a steel carriage with eight rollers that sup
ports the buildings and instrument room floor, figure 10.
Completing the Te^t House
Two weeks after the foundation was poured the testing
unit was loaded on two four-wheel trailers and transported to
the building site. With the aid of jacks and railroad cross-
ties the testing unit was lifted to the necessary height.
-30-
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Tiguxe 10 Completed testing unit
Figure 11 Foundation and instrument
room floor
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Tigure 12 West facing of test house
Figure 13 South facing of test hous^
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Then the instrument room studing, plyT^ood interiors, corn
stalk insulation, and 1 1/4" corrugated sheet steel was applied
for instrument room walls. With the entire building free to
turn, the outer-supports or v/ind braces v^ere cast in their
concrete footings• With the installation of instruments the
test house was completed as in figures 12 and 13.
Instruments
Two instruments and their circuits were used. For tem
perature readinrs a Leeds and Northrup moving coil reflective
type galvanometer, whose scale v;as calibrated directly in
degrees Fahrenheit with a range -40 to +210, was employed and
was read by telescope. The circuit of iron-constantan wire
has a novel feature of a common constantan wire to ell thermo
couples in one compartment. This particular feature reduced
the wiring cost and increased the speed of readings. Because
iron and constantan wire was used for thermocouples, two cold
junctions in the vacuum ice bottle are necessary. With the
binding post and other terminals brass or copper, copper wire
was chosen as the wire material on the galvanometer side of
these cold junctions. This type of circuit as in figure 17
was necessary to prevent any thermoelectric effects caused by
the junctions of tvi'o dissimilar metals at different temper
atures*
/
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Figure 14 Wire anemometer in place
h,6.f. c.o.cMfc.at QC.RCtHT
Figure 15 Instrument panel
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THEE.tv10COUPL.E ANEMOMETER WIRING DIAGRAM
-L-oads Oonnac+ed Xo S+andor'tdlz©
He<3+Jn<g CoU ^Heating Clrcuii" Heo'tet- <lurron+
feO Ohm Eeo&*taT
qH'I'O V.
Z Dry Cells
0.05 Ohm ee-\
ats+ance
o Ohm
Ehoo&-tci+
Thermocouple Circuit--^
Noi'e:
Connections can b« made with copper wire
of any convenient size or length.
Figure 16
Thermocouple anemometer "wiring diagram
THEeMOCOUPLE WIRING DIAGRAM
G<alvanome-tor
^^Opper
^ Wire
Copper Wire^
©68 Ohms
Resistance
Instrument Panel
Iron Wlre^
Clothes Pin
Clothes Pin
Constantan Wir®^
.Iron Wire
'27—3"Long
Ice And Water
/V
Vacuum Ice Bottle
"^Copper Wire
Constantan Wire 27—3' Long
5S Ohms Koslstance
Figure 17
Thermocouple wiring diagram
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For obtaining wind velocities a Leeds and Nortxirup poten
tiometer was used with a v/ire anemometer which was made "by the
American Instrument Company. This unit, figure 16, consisted
of three parts: potentiometer, batteries, and resistances for
heater, and wire anemometer. This wire anemometer operated on
the same principle as the thermocouple. That is, one junction
of two dissimular metals was heated "by a heater coil v/hile the
other junction was cooled by the air; therefore, an electro-
motitive force was generated and was measured by the potentio
meter in millivolts. A conversion chart, figure 18, was used
to convert millivolts to velocity in feet per minute. The
operation of this anenometer was to attach the potentiometer
across the .05 ohm resistance and to adjust potentiometer to a
reading of 1.75 millivolts# This standardized the heater
current at 35 milliameres. With the removal of the .05 ohm
resistance leads the potentiometer was attached to v;ire
anenometer leads for reading wind velocities.
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Ol^ERTATION AND TESTING PROCEDURE
Data Form
Since one set of data contained one-hundred forty read
ings and a day contained at least twenty-four to thirty sets
of readings, the need for a standard data sheet was felt.
With the symbols developed for the instrument panel, figure
15, a standard data sheet with all the necessary spaces in
logical order was designed. A large quantity of these data
sheets were printed and a typical data sheet completely filled
out is shown in figure 19. _
Testing Procedure
The testing procedure consisted of the manipulating and
recording of two instruments; The wire anemometeribr wind
velocities and the galvanometer for temperatures. The wire
anemometer was placed in the middle of the side of roof under
test, as figure 14. After putting these two instruments in
operation a standard data form was obtained and filled out in
chronological order for each set of readings. A record of the
outside wind direction, velocity, and remarJss of other general
weather conditions were kept every hour of the twenty-four
hour testing period. The twenty-four hour period started at
midnight and continued to midnight. Each day's readings were
placed in a file bound in one folder with the analysis.
-38-
Table I
LEGEM) OF SYMBOLS
« Outside dry "bulb temperature
= Outside v;et bulb temperature
R. H-= Relative iiumidity in percent
= Outside temperature one inch above roof
T^s = Outside surface temperature of roofing
= Temperature within roof section
Tg «• Temperature within roof section
Tff » Temperature within roof section
T. = Inside Surface temperature of roof section
IS
T^ = Inside temperature one inch below roof section
R. « Compartment temperature twelve inches below roof
section
Rg « Compartment temperature twenty-four inches below
roof section
= Compartment A on right hand side of the house
Ag =Compartment Aon left hand side of the hou^
•^Iw * Compartment facing west direction
•^In " Compartment facing north direction
Agg « Compartment Tlgfaclng east direction
Agg « Compartment Agfacing south direction
DATE
TIME
TdTr>-'74.0
6-18-38
START
1:04 V, M.
Tw. 65.5
-39-
ROOF TEMPERATURES
OPERATOR _
Scoates
TIME
R.H To 74.0
FINISH
1:?6 P. M,
R.H.. 64 %
COMPAET-
MENT
tempeeatuee in degrees fahreNHEIT AlE VELO
CITY AT ToTo Ta Tic. Ti E.1
97.0 154.0 155.0 121.0 112,0 104.5
Ft.Attn,
66
95.5 156.0 92.5 101.0 90.0 88,0 66
^IW 89.0 122.0 - • - 130.5 116,5 107.0 102.5 315
88,0 102,0 12F.5 123.0 109.0 102,5 100,5 98.0 440
85.5 114.0 122.5 i. 101.5 98.5 94,5 92,0 290
F"iw 87.0 127.5 132,0 114.5 110.5 92.0 89,5 87,0 86.0 77
84.0 115,5 1S7.5 113.0 105.5 104,5 95.5 89.0 86,5 545
90.5 185.5 132.0 L02.5 87.0 83.5 80.0 78.5 77.5 47
E 80.0 120.5 123.0 108,0 101.0 97.5 345
Bz E 7P=',0 89.5 - - - 97.5 95,5 94.5 93,5 560
76.5 97.0 lOS.O L05.0 103,0 101.5 405
^2 E 81.0 llT.O 116,5 115.5 111.5 108.0 107.0 105.5 345
E 84.0 115,5 116.0 101,0 98,0 95.5 94,0 245
E 80.0 112.0 115.0 97,5 98.0 90.0 8B,5 87,5 87.0 520
GsE SB.5 113.0 113.5 101.5 96,0 95.0 90.0 87,5 86,5 209
8?.0 190.0 12^.0 102.5 93.5 92.5 39.0 85,0 84,0 209
Figure 19 Typical data sheet
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MALYSIS OF DATA
After a day's readings were completed, the analysis of
data was begun by plotting of the compartment temperatures, Rg
Vt'hich was twenty-four inches below the roof surface. These
compartments were plotted on a standard form as in figures 20
to 23. On these were plotted the outside air temperature
curves and the eight compartment temperature curves of the
same facing* With these nine curves superimposed a person
was able to get an idea of the relative efficiences of each
eight roof types over the outside air.
From these curves on compartment temi^eratures, the high
and low temperatures were found and tables on temperature
range was made. The outside temperature.was used as a base
and the percent greater or less range than outside air tem
perature was obtained for comparison. At the same time as
the temperature range table was made a time lag table of each
roof type was made with outside air temperature as a base.
Last in analysis of the data v;as the temperature drop
diagram, figure 24. This temperature drop diagram afforded a
way to picture what the temperature gradient within the roof
section itself might have been. These dlagraius were useful
in determining the way the heat was traveling or which materials
are most effective in excluding solar radiation.
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COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES
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COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES
HAJF €>-ie-3S
.
\
A.M.
lO It: 2 -4.
TIME OF DAY
Figure 21 West facing
P.M.
%
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01 90
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COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES
DATE
Outside Air Tempera+ure
<o Q
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Figure 22 Nortli facing
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COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES
DATE iQ—
li
A.M.
UT
Oiji"side Air Te
lO 12 •£ 4-
TIME OF DAY
Figure 23 South facing
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Table II
TEl^ERATURE RAi^GE
;Low
TD :52.5
A1W:54.5
B1V^:57.0
C1W:56.0
D1W:59.5
E1W;61.0
F1W:62.5
G1W:62.0
H1W:65.5
iHigh :Ran^e:
: 79,0: 26.5;
A2E:
B2E:
C2E:
D2E:
E2E:
F2E:
G2E:
H2E;
55.5
57.0
59.0
59.0
61.0
63.0
62.5
66.5
:117.0:
:107.0:
:115.5;
:118.0:
;108.0:
: 99.5:
: 98.5:
: 93.0:
•lOO.O:
: 94.5:
:103.5:
:107.5:
: 95.0:
: 87.5:
: 87.0:
: 85.0:
57.0:115^
59.5:124%
58.5:1215$
47.0: 77.
37.0: 39.5^0
36.5: 37.
27.5: 3.8%
44.5: 67.8^
37.5: 41.5^
46.5: 75.5%
48.5: 83.0%
34.0: 28.3%
24.5: 7.5%
25.5; 3.8^
18.5: 30.2%
» M If H n
M tt tf It ti
« n tt tf It
» ti ft tt tt
ft tf It tf tt
»f tt tt ff tf
ft tt n ff n
11 tt tf tt tt
It ft It n tt
If ft ft It ft
tf It If tf tt
tt It If It ft
Less range than outside al]
tf ft H tt tt
ff ft tt ft ft
TIME LAG
Time Time :La^z;
: Low : Hi^ # Low « HlRh
TD :5:04 A. M. : 3:57 P. M. • • • 4• 4
A1W:5:04 A. M. : 4:50 P. M. :0:00 •0:53 Later
B1W:6:51 A. M. : 6:39 P. M. :1:47 Later :2:42 Later
C1W:5:04 A. M. : 4:50 P. M. :0:00 :0:53 Later
D1W:6:51 A. M. : 5:38 P. M. :1:47 Later :1:41 Later
E1W:6:51 A. M. : 6:39 P. M- :1:47 Later :2:42 Later
F1W:6:51 A. M. : 6:39 P. M. :1:47 Later :2:42 Later
GlVf:6:51 A. M. : 6:39 P. M. :1:47 Later :2:42 Later
H1W;7:38 A. M. : 6:39 P. M. :2:34 Later :2:42 Later
A2E;4:19 A. M. :11:17 A. M. •0:45 Earlier •4:40 Earlier
B2E:6:02 A. M. :11:54 A. M. :0;58 Later :4:03 Earlier
C2E:4:19 A. M. :11:17 A. M. :0:45 Earlier :4:40 Earlier
D2E:6:02 A. M. :11:54 A. M. :0:58 Later :4:03 Earlier
E2E:6:02 A. M. :12:42 P. M. :0:58 Later :3:15 Earlier
r2E:6:02 A. M. :12:42 P. M. :0:58 Later :3:15 Earlier
G2E:6:02 A. M. :12:42 P. M. :0:58 Later :3:15 Earlier
H2E:6:02 A. M. : 3:13 P. M. :0:58 Later :0:44 Earlier
Date: 6--18-38 Weather:; Clear with a few clouc
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Table III
TE!^ERA.TURE HAI^GE
iLow iHlgti :Ranse;
TD :67,5: 90*5: 23.0:
BUSf:72.5:106»0: 33.5:45.69^
01N:72.0:112.0: 40.0:73»9^
D1N:74.0:112.5: 38.5:67.4^
E1N:76.0:105.5: 29.5:28.2^
Fli;:77.5:101.0: 23.5: 2.2?^
G1N:76.5:100.5; 24.Ot 4.4%
H1N:79.5: 96.5: 17.0:26,1% Less range than outside air
• • • •
A2S:72.0:121.5: 49.5:115% Greater range than outside air
B2S:73.0:116.0: 43.0: 86.9%
023:72.0:122.5: 50.5:120%
023:74.0:122.0: 48.0:109%
E2S:75.0:113.0: 38.0: 65.2%
F2S:76.0:103.5: 27.5: 19.6%
G2S:75.5:102.5: 27.0: 17.4%
I1SS:79.5: 99.0: 19.5: 15.2% Less range than outside air
Greater range than outside air
H ft ft tt ft
ft tt tt tt H
ft tt ft n ft
tt tt H ti tt
n « tt « tt
w tt tt tt ft
ft ft tt ft M
H n ft ft tf
tt fi tt ft tt
tf tt tt ft M
ft ft ft tf ft
If ft ft tf tf
TIME LAG
Time Time LaR
: Low : Hifth Low HiRh
TD :5:07 A. M. : 3:58 P. N.
A1N:5:37 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:30 Later 1:02 Later
BIN:6:01 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:54 Later 1:02 Later
C1N:5:07 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:00 1:02 Later
D1N:6:01 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:54 Later 1:02 Later
E1N:5:07 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:30 Later 1:02 Later
F1N:5:07 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:30 Later 1:02 Later
G1N:5:07 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:30 Later 1:02 Later
H1N;6:40 A. M. : 5:00
•
P. M. 1:33 Later 1:02 Later
A2S:4;02 A. M. :12;03 P. M. 1:05 Earlier 3:55 Earlier
B2S:6:01 A. M. : 3:00 P. M. 0:54 Later 0:58 Earlier
C2ii:5;07 A. M. :12:03 P. M. 0:30 Later 3:55 Earlier
D2S:5:07 A. M. :12:03 P. M. 0:30 Later 3:55 Earlier
E2S:5:07 A. M. :12:03 P. M. 0:30 Later 3:55 Earlier
r2S:6:01 A. M. : 5:00 P. M. 0:54 Later 1:02 Latsr
G2S:5:07 A. M. : 3:00 P. M. 0:30 Later 0:58 Earlier
H2S:6:01 A. M. : 5:49 P. M. 0:54 Later 1:41 Later
6-22^38 Weather: Partly Cloudy
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Table 17
TK/IPERATURE RANGE
:Low High Range
TD :69.0 93,0 24.0
A1N:73,5 116.5 43.0 79.2^ Greater range than outside air
BIN:74.0 107.0 33.0 37.5^ M ft tf
C1N:74,0 115.5 41.5 73.0^ ti H tt tt n
D1N:75.5 115.0 39.5 73.0^ fi tf tt tt tl
E1N:77.5 110.0 32.5 35.4^ ti tt tf ft tt
riN:79.0 105.5 26.5 10.4?^ H tt 11 tf tl
G1N:78.0 105.0 27.0 12.5% tl tt tt H tf
H1N:80.5 100.0 19.5 18.7% Less range than outside air
A2S:74*0 119.0 45.0 87.5% Greater range than outside air
B2S:74.5 111.0 36.5 52.0% tt »t tt n rt
C2S:75.0 121.5 46.5 93.7% If tl tt 11 n
D2S:76.0 124.5 48.5 102.0% ft tt tl 11 tl
E2S:77.0 112.0 35.0 45.8% ti tt tl ft If
F2S:78.5 106.0 27.5 14.6% tl tf ft fi If
G2S:77.5 105.0 27.5 14.6% tt tt tt tt tt
H2S:80.5 103.0 22.5 6.2% Less range than outside air
Tim LAG
Time Time Lag
Low HlKh Low High
TD 12:00 M. D. 4:00 P. M.
AIN 5:01 A. M. 4:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 0:00
BIN 5:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 2:00 Later
CIN 5:01 A. M. 4:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 0:00
DIN 5:01 A. M. 4:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 0:00
EIN 5:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 2:00 Later
FIN 6:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 2:00 Later
GIN 5:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 6:01 Later 2:00 Later
HIN 5:01 A. M. 5:01 P. M. 5:01 Later 1:01 Later
A2S 5:01 A. M. 1:58 P. M. 5:01 Later 2:02 Earlier
B2S 6:01 A. M. 2:58 P. M. 6:01 Later 1:02 Earlier
C2S 5:01 A. M. 1:58 P. M. 6:01 Later 2:02 Earlier
D2S 5:01 A. M. 1:58.P. M. 5:01 Later 2:02 Earlier
E2S 5:01 A. M. 4:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 0:00
F2S 5:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 5:01 Later 2:00 Later
G2S 6:01 A. M. 2:58 P. M. 6:01 Later 1:02 Earlier
H2S 6:01 A. M. 6:00 P. M. 6:01 Later 2:00 Earlier
Date: 6-23-38 Weather; partly Cloudy
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Table V
TEMPERATURE RANGE
:Low Hl^z;h « Range
TD ;62.5
$
75.5 4 13.0
A1W:65.5 84.0
*
♦ 18.5 42.3^ Greater range than outside air
B1W:66.5 86.5 «• 20.0 53.8^ ti tt tt tf tf
C1W;66.0 84.5 • 18.5 42.3^ tt tf ft Tt n
D1W:67.5 89.0 4• 21.5 65.4% ft tt tf Tt Tf
ElV/:69.5 90.0 • 20.5 57.7% t» tt ft tt tf
J'1W:70.5 90.0 • 19.5 50.0% fi ft tt tf H
G1W:69.5 88.0 • 18.5 42.3% tf ft ft ft tt
H1W:73.5 92.0 •• 18.5 42.3% tf t« tt Tf t«
A2E:65.0 85.0
•
•
• 20.0 53.8% If tt H tf tt
B2E;66.0 89.0 •• 23.0 76.9% n tt tt tt n
C2E;65.5 86.0 • 20.5 57.7% If tt tt If tt
D2E:67.0 89.0 t 22.0 69.2% 11 tf Tt Tt Tf
E2E:69.0 90.0 •• 21.0 61.5% tt H N tt
F2E:70.0 90.5 • 20.5 57.7% « tf tt H tt
G2E:68.5 89.5 «• 21.0 61.5% tt tt tt tf tf
H2E:73.0 93.0 •• 20.0 53.8% 11 tf ft tt tf
TIIvE LAG
Time Time Lag
: Low : High Low High
TD :11:00 P. M. :12;10
a
A. M.
Aiv;:ll:00 P. M. •11:02 A. M. 0:00 10:52 Later
B1W;12;00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
ClVf2ll:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 0:00 0:00
D1V/:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
E1W;12;00 P. M. 212:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
FBI: 12:00 P. U. :12;10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
G1W:12 200 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
H1V/;12:00 P. M. :12;10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
A2E:10:02 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 0:58 Earlier 0:00
B2E:12 200 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
C2E:12;00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
D2K:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
E2E:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
F2E:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
G2E:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
H2E:12:00 P. M. :12:10 A. M. 1:00 Later 0:00
Date; 6-25-58 Weather: Completely Cloudy
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TEMPERATURE DROP DIAGRAM
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suimRY mn conclusions
The outstanding facts of this investigation are as
follows:
The roof type, D, which was 1 1/4" corrugated sheet steel
roofing with shiplap sheathing and sisalcraft paper has the
most absorption of solar radiation. The compartment temper
atures, Rg, and the temperature ranges were an average of
5.7^ greater than type C, 3 T-crimp steel roofing.
The efficiency of 1" structural Insulation board and of
the entire roof section may be improved by moving the insul
ation board from above the rafters as in type E to below the
rafters as in type F. This resulted in a reduction in range
of temperatures in a range amounting to 3.8^ to 45.6^.
G
T3ie use of flat sheet steel under the rafters, type 0,
and the use of 1" structural insulation board under the raf
ters type F, were practically equal with the range of temper
atures not more than 7,7^ apart. This may be explained by
looiiing at the temperature drop diagram, figure 24, as the
type F gains its exclusion of radiation through the insulation
properties of the Insulation board as shown by the steep slope
of the temperature gradient line through the insulation board,
while type G- gains its exclusion of radiation through the
reflective properties of the sheet steel as shown by the steep
temperature gradient line each side of the sheet steel. The
only apparent difference is the longer time lag of type F as
-51-
siiov/n in tables II and III- TMs time lag amounts to a maximum
of three hours two minutes on high temperatures.
The actual surface temperatures of the roofing were higher
than was expected. A maximum surface temperature of 151.0
degrees Fahrenheit was recorded for the wood shingles. A sur
face temperature of 163.0 degrees Fahrenheit was recorded for
the 1 1/4" corrugated sheet steel roofing.
For the exclusion of solar radiation of those types tested
type H proved the superior. With its high insulation properties
the range of temperature was 6.2^ to 30.8^ less range than out
side air except for a completely cloudly day then the range of
temperature was 53.8^ greater range than outside temperature.
The time lag for this type of roof section is some greater, but
the real difference is its slow rate of increase and decrease in
temperature- This is to be expected from high insulation prop
erties and smaller temperature range.
For orientation the north south facing gave the lower
range of temperatures, but higher compartment temperatures,
v/hereas, the east west facing gave high range temperature with
a lower outside temperature. This lower outside temperature
gives the east west facing the advantage. If the outside tem
perature had been the same the east west facing might have given
equal or greater compertment temperatures. The orientation of
the roof in the summer would be a matter of choice as far as
these data indicate.
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The types? and G have further possibilities that were not
investigated in this investigation, that is, the ventilation
of the four and one quarter inch dead air space between sheet
steel and underside material. The ventilation of this air
space would carry away by convection most of the heat trans
mitted through the sheet steel. This would leave the underside
material to operate more efficiently.
All these investigations were carried on without any ven
tilation of the compartments. The test house was provided with
a compartment ventilating system and will be used in further
investigations of this problem.
The conclusions that may be drawn are:
1. Type D, vriiich is 1 1/4" corrugated sheet steel roofing
with ship lap sheathing and sisaljifraft paper is not
acceptable for excluding solar radiation,
2. Type E, is the most efficient of those tested in
excluding solar radiation.
3. The most efficient use of 1" structural insulation
board in excluding solar radiation is on the under
side of the rafters as in type F.
4. The use of flat galvanized sheet steel under the
rafters is as effective in excluding solar radiation
as 1" structural insulation board in the same place.
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